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OpenText™ Content Suite
Platform, Cloud Edition
ECM as the foundation for business transformation

In the digital world, information is the new currency–
and it needs to be maximized to extract more value.
Deploying Enterprise Content Management (ECM) is
the first step to achieving this goal. It can transform
your business by enabling sharing, collaboration,
analysis and decision-making based on the effective
management of information, while mitigating risk
through governance, compliance and security.
But deploying an ECM initiative is not a small
undertaking for any enterprise. It can be difficult
to meet timelines and balance business needs with
hardware and user requirements. Implementation
teams can end up with drained budgets and worn
out goodwill caused by trying to satisfy too many
diverse requirements.
To avoid these issues, more and more companies are choosing to deploy ECM in the
cloud. Others are still skeptical about the security of the cloud and worry it won’t be
flexible enough to allow for customized solutions or integration to their existing and vital
enterprise applications.
OpenText Content Suite Platform, Cloud Edition can reduce the cost, time and staff
needed to manage your OpenText solution. It includes a secure VPN connection, which
allows your users to connect to the internet via a VPN server. This means all data traveling
between your computers, phones or tablets and this VPN server is securely encrypted.
Content Suite in the Cloud also eliminates investment in infrastructure and frees up your
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BENEFITS
•

Improves overall performance for
remote users

•

Decreases time to upgrade and
deploy new features for end users

•

Enables organizational elasticity for
faster turnaround and business agility

•

Increases security, compliance
and governance with ready-made
infrastructure

•

Reduces operational and
infrastructure costs

•

Enables IT to shift its focus
to innovation
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expert IT staff. Content Suite Platform, Cloud Edition is built to be
as flexible and configurable as your on-premises applications.

Accelerate your time to go-live with the
right products and cloud services
With Content Suite Platform, Cloud Edition, organizations can
accelerate their cloud implementations and, consequently, their
business. The set-up and configuration process is easier than with
traditional deployments and your organization is always using the
most current product versions: OpenText is responsible for the
development, testing and upgrading of the software.
Cloud delivery takes the complexity out of your purchasing decision. OpenText provides all the hardware, software and system
administration expertise needed to manage a new solution, allowing you and your employees to focus on your core business. This
is a significantly more valuable way to spend your time.

Augment Content Suite Platform,
Cloud Edition with complementary
functional add-ons
The OpenText™ Brava!™ Add-on provides unlimited document
viewing capabilities to all users with the benefits of security, rolebased redactions and mobility.
The OpenText™ Content Intelligence Add-on allows organizations to build custom applications, views, actionable dashboards,
reports, workflow/process interactions and intuitive methods for
knowledge workers to interact with their content.
The Microsoft ® Office Online Add-on enables improved
personal productivity with the web editing and co-authoring of
OpenText™ Content Server documents in a hybrid cloud deployment, where the OpenText Cloud hosts the key integration application and secured data transfer between Microsoft® Office 365®
and Content Suite.

OpenText Content
Suite Platform, Cloud
Edition combines
cloud operational
efficiencies with onpremises flexibility
and configurability

Built by our ECM experts, managed in the
OpenText Cloud
Content Suite Platform, Cloud Edition combines cloud operational
efficiencies with on-premises flexibility and configurability. OpenText’s ECM experts create a centralized repository of organized
business content that is managed in the cloud and accessible
from anywhere at any time. Unlike commercial cloud platforms,
the OpenText Cloud is powered by a backbone of expertise in
B2B commerce, compliance and information management. The
OpenText Cloud provides one stop for all your Enterprise Information Management needs, from product, support, application
management and Professional Services. It grows with your needs
with flexible options to support the right deployment model, from
departmental to mission-critical enterprise applications. It provides
enterprise-class infrastructure promoting security, compliance
and governance.
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